Informative Essay Topics
Writing a good informative essay is an art form in itself. You have to hook the
reader from the very beginning, especially when writing an academic essay
where it's easy to descend into drudgery. Choosing interesting informative
essay topics is the start of this. Pick something interesting and your job
becomes much easier. Fail to do this and it's an uphill climb as you have to
attempt to inject some excitement into something which isn't necessarily
engaging.
When a tutor sets an informative assignment they are looking for students to
educate the reader. It requires a great deal of expertise. This is why you
should always choose something you have a genuine interest in as you must
communicate your passion in an easy-to-understand manner. In this case, you
are the teacher. Your research should display the intricate nuances of your
chosen topic. This is the only way to get the high marks.
Also, tailor your subject to the length of the essay. If it's a twenty-page mega
essay a broader topic is better, whereas attempting to do this in 500 words
isn't advised as you'll have to water your ideas down, or even miss some vital
concepts out completely.
Here are 50 exciting informative essay topics for you to take advantage of:
Writing a good informative essay is an art form in itself. You have to hook the
reader from the very beginning, especially when writing an academic essay
where it's easy to descend into drudgery. Choosing interesting informative
essay topics is the start of this. Pick something interesting and your job
becomes much easier. Fail to do this and it's an uphill climb as you have to
attempt to inject some excitement into something which isn't necessarily
engaging.
When a tutor sets an informative assignment they are looking for students to
educate the reader. It requires a great deal of expertise. This is why you
should always choose something you have a genuine interest in as you must
communicate your passion in an easy-to-understand manner. In this case, you
are the teacher. Your research should display the intricate nuances of your
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Also, tailor your subject to the length of the essay. If it's a twenty-page mega
essay a broader topic is better, whereas attempting to do this in 500 words
isn't advised as you'll have to water your ideas down, or even miss some vital
concepts out completely.

What Are Good Informative Essay Topics
Here are 50 exciting informative essay topics for you to take advantage of:
1. How names persist throughout history.
2. Differences in communication between culture.
3. How insomnia is caused.
4. Treating sleep apnoea.
5. The causes of World War II.
6. The story of Anne Frank.
7. NASAs first space exploration program.
8. The discovery of the planets in our solar system.
9. The Nuremberg Trials.
10. The invention of the Xerox machine.
11. How lung cancer is diagnosed.
12. Alternative fuels of the future.
13. The Segway in society.
14. The ethical issues surrounding using foetuses for medical research.
15. How stem cells can cure terminal diseases.
16. Modern parenting methods.
17. How the Cold War was triggered.
18. The ideology and beliefs of Nazism.
19. The death of Napoleon.
20. How the British lost the American Revolutionary War.
21. The impact of Oprah Winfrey on American society.
22. How Martin Luther King advanced civil rights for black people.
23. The Industrial Revolution in Europe.
24. The fall of the British Empire.
25. How tsunamis are caused.
26. Whats at the end of a black hole?
27. The future of human and animal cloning.
28. The creation of a rainbow.
29. How credit cards have changed consumer habits.
30. How social media has transformed the way people communicate.
31. The effects of pollution on the ocean.
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How laser eye surgery is performed.
Functions of an ammeter.
Making money using the Internet.
New methods of advertising in the 21st century.
The hidden danger of plastic bag use.
Government and the reduction in civil rights.
How to conserve energy at home.
The disadvantages of space exploration.
Staying healthy.
Treating diabetes.
How Female Sexual Dysfunction occurs.
The ins and outs of hypnosis.
Myths about swine flu.
How open heart surgery is performed.
The formation of new proteins in the body.
Motivating students to study.
Discipline in the workplace.
Various types of cancers.
The dangers of living a sedentary lifestyle.

